The abundances of alkali elements (Li, Na, and K) were determined from the Li i 6708, Na i 5682/5688, and K i 7699 lines by taking into account the non-LTE effect for 24 sharp-lined A-type stars (v e sin i < ∼ 50 km s −1 , 7000 K < ∼ T eff < ∼ 10000 K, many showing Am peculiarities to different degrees), based on highdispersion and high-S/N spectral data secured at BOAO (Korea) and OAO (Japan). We found a significant trend that A(Na) tightly scales with A(Fe) irrespective of T eff , which means that Na becomes enriched similarly to Fe in accordance with the degree of Am peculiarity. Regarding lithium, A(Li) mostly ranges between ∼ 3 and ∼ 3.5 (i.e., almost the same as or slightly less than the solar system abundance of 3.3) with a weak decreasing tendency with a lowering of T eff at T eff < ∼ 8000 K, though several stars exceptionally show distinctly larger depletion. The abundances of potassium also revealed an apparent T eff -dependence in the sense that A(K) in late-A stars tends to be mildly subsolar (possibly with a weak anti-correlation with A(Fe)) systematically decreasing from ∼ 5.0 (T eff ∼ 8500 K) to ∼ 4.6 (T eff ∼ 7500 K), while those for early-A stars remain near-solar around ∼ 5.0-5.2. These observational facts may serve as important constraints for any theory aiming to explain chemical anomalies of A-type stars.
Introduction
While elemental abundances in the photosphere of Atype stars, which are of particular interest because of the chemical anomalies of various types, have been extensively studied by a number of investigators so far, those of the alkali elements (Li, Na, and K) are barely known even nowadays, despite of their importance in stellar spectroscopy. This is presumably due to the fact that these elements (with one valence electron weakly bound) are characterized by fairly low ionization potential (∼ 4-5 eV) and most of them are ionized in the atmospheric condition of earlytype stars, leaving only a tiny fraction as neutral. Since detecting spectral lines of the dominant ionized species is almost hopeless (because of the closed-shell configuration requiring vary large excitation energy), one is obliged to measure the very weak lines of neutral species (Li i, Na i, K i). Thus, the necessity of using sufficiently high-S/N spectra must have hampered past researchers from investigating the abundances of these elements.
Still, sodium has been comparatively well studied (e.g., *
Based on data collected at Bohyunsan Optical Astronomy Observatory (KASI, Korea) and Okayama Astrophysical Observatory (NAOJ, Japan). Lane & Lester 1987; Varenne & Monier 1999; Gebran et al. , 2010 Fossati et al. 2007 Fossati et al. , 2008 mainly by using subordinate lines (Na i 5682/5688 or 6154/6160) of moderate strengths (i.e., neither too strong nor too weak), which are less affected by the non-LTE effect. However, Na abundance determinations in A-type stars conducted so far are restricted to sharp-lined late-A stars (T eff < ∼ 8500 K) as well as F-type stars, and thus Na compositions of early-A through late-B stars (T eff > ∼ 8500 K) remain essentially unexplored, except for our previous non-LTE investigations for the very bright stars of Sirius (Takeda & Takada-Hidai 1994) and Vega (Takeda 2008 ; hereinafter refereed to as Paper I), and the recent LTE studies of Fossati et al. (2009) for two sharplined late-B stars (21 Peg and π Cet). Recently, Takeda et al. (2009;  hereinafter referred to as Paper II) carried out an extensive non-LTE analysis of Na i resonance D lines at 5890/5896Å for a large (122) sample of A-type stars (7000 K < ∼ T eff < ∼ 10000 K) including rapid as well as slow rotators, with an aim to establish their Na abundance behaviors in general. Unfortunately, however, since the D lines are so strong and the resulting abundances are quite sensitive to the microturbulent velocity ξ , it turned out that ambiguities in the choice of ξ (which is likely to be depth-dependent and difficult to assign a value relevant for the high-forming strong D lines) prevented from precise sodium abundance determinations.
Almost the same situation holds for lithium: Determinations of Li abundances in A-type stars have been essentially restricted to late-A stars with T eff < ∼ 8500 K (e.g., Burkhart & Coupry 1991a , 1991b , 1995 Burkhart et al. 2005; North et al. 2005) , while early-A stars (T eff > ∼ 8500 K ) remain practically untouched. Admittedly, this is a very difficult and challenging task, as the Li i 6708 line considerably weakens as T eff becomes higher. The work of Paper I may be counted as an exceptional case, where the Li abundance of Vega could somehow be evaluated from the very weak Li i 6708 line (EW < ∼ 1 mÅ) based on a spectrum of ultra-high S/N ratio. Coupry and Burkhart (1992) reported the EW (Li i 6708) of o Peg (a well-known very sharp-lined early-A star) to be 1.3 mÅ, which was used in Paper I (cf. Appendix A therein) to argue that the Li abundance of o Peg is almost consistent with the solar-system composition. However, as will be shown in this paper (cf. subsection 4.2), we consider that their measurement is an erroneous overestimation and Li is definitely underabundant in o Peg. This example well illustrates the enormous difficulty of Li abundance derivation in hot A-type stars.
Investigations of potassium abundances are even more lacking. As for late-A stars (T eff < ∼ 8500 K), it is (to our knowledge) only the study of Fossati et al. (2007) that reported the K abundances of late-A and Am stars in the Praesepe cluster, though their neglect of the non-LTE effect (which may be significant for such a resonance line as K i 7699) prevented from obtaining reliable results (cf. subsection 4.4 therein). Meanwhile, almost nothing has been reported so far regarding the potassium abundances in early-A stars, except for Paper I where Vega's K abundance could be successfully established.
It is thus evident that our current knowledge on the behaviors of alkali-element abundances in A-type stars is considerably insufficient. Given this situation, we decided to carry out a systematic spectroscopic study aiming at establishing the photospheric abundances of Na, Li, and K for an homogeneous sample of A-dwarfs (7000 K < ∼ T eff < ∼ 10000 K) based on the spectral data of high quality. Since measurements of very weak lines are concerned in the present case (especially for early-A stars), we had to confine ourselves only to sharp-lined stars (v e sin i < ∼ 50 km s −1 ). This inevitably leads to the inclusion of a number of Am stars (metallic-lined A stars), which are characterized by deficiencies in comparatively light elements (C, N, O, Ca, Sc) as well as excesses of heavier elements (such as Fe-group or neutroncapture elements), since Am peculiarities are preferably observed in slow rotators (such as frequently seen in binaries). Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to clarify and discuss the behaviors of Na, Li, and K abundances in slowly-rotating A-type stars based on the results of our analysis, while paying attention to the possible connection (if any exists) between these alkali elements and the appearance/degree of Am anomalies.
Observational
Data and Fundamental Parameters
Targets and Their Spectra
We selected 21 sharp-lined stars 1 satisfying v e sin i < ∼ 50 km s −1 from 122 A-type stars, studied in Paper II, where Na i 5890/5896 D lines were analyzed based on the spectra (R ∼ 45000 and S/N ratios of a few hundreds) obtained by using BOES (Bohyunsan Observatory Echelle Spectrograph) attached to the 1.8 m reflector at Bohyunsan Optical Astronomy Observatory (BOAO). We call these 21 stars as "BOAO sample." See section 2 of Paper II (and electronic table E therein) for more details about these observational data.
Besides, in order to augment the spectral data for early-A stars for which very high-quality is required to measure very weak lines of neutral alkalis, we also used the spectra of 7 bright sharp-lined stars (π Dra, α Lyr, α CMa, γ Gem, 15 Vul, 68 Tau, and o Peg), which were observed with the HIDES spectrograph (HIgh Dispersion Echelle Spectrograph; Izumiura 1999) attached to the 1.88 m reflector at Okayama Astrophysical Observatory (OAO). While the data of α Lyr were taken from the digital atlas (based on the observations carried out on 2006 May 1-4) published by Takeda, Kawanomoto, and Ohishi (2007) as in Paper I, those for the remaining 6 stars were secured by the observations on 2008 October 4 (15 Vul, 68 Tau, o Peg), October 7 (α CMa, γ Gem), and October 8 (π Dra). These 2008 OAO data, which cover the wavelength range of 4100-7800Å with three mosaicked CCDs of 2K×4K pixels, have high spectral resolution (R ∼ 100000) and very high S/N ratio (typically ∼ 1000, or even higher for the very bright α CMa and γ Gem). We call these 7 stars as "OAO sample." Note that the following 4 stars are common to both of the BOAO and OAO samples: HD 172167=α Lyr, HD 48915=α CMa, HD 47105=γ Gem, and HD 27962=68 Tau. Accordingly, the actual (net) number of the targets is 24 (= 21 + 7 − 4). The list of these program stars is presented in table 1.
Atmospheric Parameters
Regarding the effective temperature (T eff ) and the surface gravity (log g) of each program star, we simply adopted the values used in Paper II for 21 BOAO sample stars (including 4 OAO samples in common). As for the remaining 3 OAO stars, those for 15 Vul and o Peg were determined photometrically from Strömgren's b − y, c 1 , and m 1 colors along with the β index by using Napiwotzki et al.'s (1993) calibration (as in Paper II; cf. subsection 3.1 therein), while the values derived by Adelman (1996) were adopted for π Dra (since color data were not available for this star). The final values of T eff and log g are summarized in table 1. As can be seen in figure 1 Since we need to clarify the characteristics (e.g., parameters such as rotation or atmospheric turbulence, degree of abundance peculiarities) of our sample stars, a synthetic spectrum fitting analysis based on Takeda's (1995) best-fit solution search algorithm was applied to the 6146-6163Å region, in order to establish the projected rotational velocity (v e sin i), microturbulent velocity dispersion (ξ), and the abundances of iron and oxygen [A(Fe) and A(O); both are good indicators of Am anomaly; cf. Takeda and Sadakane (1997) ] (along with that of Na as a by-product), similarly to what was done in Takeda et al. (2008a; cf. section IV therein) and Paper II (cf. subsection 3.2 therein). Actually, we varied seven free parameters ξ, v e sini, A(O), A(Na), A(Si), A(Ca) and A(Fe) to accomplish the best fit, where the non-LTE effect was taken into account for O (as in Takeda et al. 2010) as well as for Na (as in Paper II). The adopted atomic parameters of important O, Na, and Fe lines relevant to this region are given in table 2. The instrumental broadening corresponding to the spectral resolving power was also taken into account, since sharp-lined stars are concerned here.
Since we could not find a reasonable ξ solution for the following five BOAO cases (i.e., stabilized at an apparently unreasonable value, or any convergence could not be accomplished), we assumed an appropriate ξ value as fixed and repeated the iterations until convergence. ξ = 2.5 km s −1 (Adelman 1996; Monier 2005) for HD 95418, ξ = 2.1 km s −1 (Caliskan & Adelman 1997) for HD 43378, ξ = 3.0 km s −1 (Sadakane 2006) for HD 218396, ξ = 3.9 km s −1 (from the analytical formula derived by Takeda et al. 2008) for HD 204188, and ξ = 2.53 km s −1 (ξ solution from the OAO spectrum) for HD 48915. The finally adopted results of ξ, v e sin i, A 61 (Fe) A 61 (O), are presented in table 1 as well as in the electronic table E (where A 61 (Na) is also given). How the theoretical and observed spectra match each other with the converged solutions of these parameters is shown in figure 2 .
In figure 3 , the resulting A(O) and A(Fe) values are plotted against v e sin i and T eff , and their mutual correlation is also displayed. 2 We can see from these figures that the underabundance of O and the overabundance of Fe (both are the characteristics of Am peculiarities) are surely anti-correlated (figure 3c) and their weak v e sin idependence is recognized (figures 3a,b) even in such a small range of v e sin i (i.e., larger anomaly for slower rotators; cf. Takeda & Sadakane 1997) . We also notice that two stars (HD 218396 and HD 172167=Vega) are apparently metal-deficient ([Fe/H]∼ −0.5), showing the abundance charateristics of Vega-like stars (cf. Sadakane 2006) , which are presumably related to λ Boo stars (see, e.g., Paunzen 2004 and the references therein). It is interesting that these two appear to follow the O vs. Fe anti-correlation trend exhibited by Am stars, despite that interaction with interstellar clouds (cf. Paunzen et al. 2002) is becoming a promising mechanism for explaining the λ Boo phenomenon (instead of the diffusion process being considered as the standard theory for Am stars). Regarding the microturbulence, the ξ vs. T eff relation depicted in figure 3e implies that the ξ values resulting from the 6146-6163Å fitting are consistent with the analytical formula proposed by Takeda et al. (2008a) (which was invoked in Paper II).
Parameter Uncertainties and Their Impact on Abundances
In the next section (section 3) we will derive not only the abundances (of Na, Li, and K) but also the relevant abundance errors in response to the possible ambiguities in the adopted atmospheric parameters, where we estimate ±300 K, ±0.3 dex, and ±30% as the typical uncertainties in the absolute values of T eff , log g, and ξ, respectively. While the internal errors of our color-based T eff and log g are ∼ 200 K (2.5%) and ∼ 0.1 dex according to Napiwotzki et al. (1993;  cf. section 5 therein), we assumed somewhat larger ambiguities than these in view of the comparison with various published values (cf. section IV-c in Takeda et al. 2008a ). The uncertainty in ξ was estimated from the dispersion 3 in the ξ vs. T eff relation (figure 3f).
2
The reference standard abundances indicated in figures 3, 5, 8, 10, and 11 in this paper are the solar photospheric abundances (solar-system meteoritic abundance only for Li) taken from Grevesse and Noels (1993; for Li, O, Fe) and Anders and Grevesse (1989; for Na, K) .
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This amount of dispersion (∼ 30%) is regarded as a typical ambiguity in ξ, which can also be recognized by comparing various ξ values published so far (see, e.g., figure 1 in Coupry & Burkhart 1992 ; figure 2 in Gebran & Monier 2007 ). Yet, apart from this intrinsic dispersion, our ξ values tend to be somewhat larger than the previously reported results (usually based on EW values of Fe lines of various strengths). For example, our figure 3f suggests that the maximum ξ attained at mid-A type is ∼ 4-5 km s −1 , while it is ∼ 3 km s −1 in figure 2 of Coupry and Burkhart (1992) ; also, our ξ results are systematically higher by ∼ 1 km s −1 with those of Landstreet et al. (2009) , where 5 stars (68 Tau, γ Gem, α CMa, 15 Vul, and o Peg) are in common with our sample. We suspect that this may be due to a depthdependence of ξ decreasing with height (cf. section 5 in Paper II). That is, our ξ-determination (based on 6146-6163Å fitting) tends to reflect the physical condition in deeper layers (larger ξ) because of being mainly controled by the deep-forming O i 6155- T eff . Circles (red) and squares (blue) correspond to stars with T eff < 8500 K, and those with T eff > 8500 K, respectively, where BOAO (smaller symbol) and OAO (larger symbol) results are discriminated by the symbol size. As in figure 1, (yellow) dots and crosses are overplotted for classical Am stars and Vega-like stars, respectively. The reference solar abundances are indicated by dashed lines in panels (a)-(e). In panel (f), the analytical approximation derived in Takeda et al. (2008a) 
, is also depicted by the dashed curve for comparison.
Since resonance lines of alkali elements with lowionization potentials are concerned in the present case, it is comparatively easy to understand (at least qualitatively) how the abundance is affected by changing each parameter. That is, since almost all atoms are in the ground state of the first-ionized (closed-shell) stage, and only a small fraction of them remain neutral, the number population of the ground level of the neutral atoms (n 1 , which is proportional to the line opacity l) is expressed as n 1 ∝ ǫθ 3/2 n e 10 χIθ according to Saha's equation (ǫ is the abundance, θ ≡ 5040/T , χ I is the ionization potential (∼ 4-5 eV), and n e is the electron density). Then, the dependence of the line-opacity (l) upon θ eff (≡ 5040/T eff ) and g may be written as l ∝ ǫθ 3/2 eff g α 10 χIθ eff where we put θ ∼ θ eff and used the approximation n e ∝ g α (α ∼ 1/3-2/3 depending on T eff ; see, e.g., Gray 2005) . Consequently, the abundance (ǫ) resulting from a given equivalent width is strongly dependent upon θ eff as ǫ ∝ θ −3/2 eff
10
−χIθ eff because of the exponential factor (i.e., ǫ increases as T eff becomes higher). The log g-dependence is somewhat more complicated because the effect of the continuum opacity (κ) has to be taken into consideration. For late A-type stars of comparatively lower T eff (∼ 7000-8000 K), H − opacity is still important and κ has almost the same gdependence as l; thus the abundances turn out rather independent on g because of the cancellation in the l/κ ratio determining the line strength (cf. Takeda et al. 2002) . Meanwhile, for early A stars of higher T eff where Paschen continuum opacity of neutral hydrogen is dominant, gdependence in l directly reflects the line strength and the abundance scales as ǫ ∝ g −α (i.e., ǫ decreases as log g becomes higher). Finally, regarding the effect of ξ (ǫ tends to decrease with an increase in ξ), the abundance results are practically inert to any change in ξ, since weak lines in the linear part of the curve of growth are concerned in most of the present cases (though only the Na abundances derived from Na i 5688 line for late A stars with T eff < ∼ 8000 K exceptionally show some appreciable ξ-dependence; cf. figure 5f ). We will show in section 3 that these expected trends can be actually confirmed by actual calculations (cf. figures 5, 8, and 10).
Abundance Determinations
3.1. A(Na) from Na I 5682/5688 fitting The abundances of Na (A 61 (Na)) were already obtained from the fitting analysis in the 6146-6163Å region (including Na i 6154/6160 lines) as described in subsection 2.3, which are given in electronic table E. However, while the Na i 6154/6160 lines are quite suitable for Na abundance determination for late-A stars, they become considerably weak as T eff becomes higher and the accuracy of A 61 (Na) may be comparatively low at early-A stars, especially for the non-metal-rich case (actually, A 61 (Na) of HD 172167=Vega in the BOAO sample could not be determined; cf. note 1 in electronic table E).
We therefore decided to determine the Na abundances from the spectra in the 5680-5690Å region including the Na i 5682/5688 lines (stronger than Na i 6154/6160 while not too strong to be seriously sensitive to ξ). As done for the 6146-6163Å region, we applied the fitting procedure to the 5680-5690Å portion of the spectrum, where the telluric lines had been removed by dividing by the spectrum of a rapid rotator (cf. Paper I, Paper II). We varied five abundance parameters of A(Na), A(Si), A(Sc), A(Fe) and A(Ni) to obtain the best fit, while taking into account the non-LTE effect for Na as in Paper II (cf. table 2 for the atomic parameters of Na i 5682/5688). How the theoretical and observed spectra match each other with the converged solutions of these parameters is shown in figure 4 . The resulting sodium abundances, A 56 (Na), are given in table 1. Besides, as analysis-related quantities, the equivalent widths (EW ) inversely computed from the abundance, the corresponding non-LTE corrections (∆), and the abundance variations (δ) in response to each of the perturbations in T eff (±300 K), log g (±0.3 dex), and ξ (±30%), which were computed for the Na i 5688 line following the procedure described in Paper II (cf. subsections 4.3 and 4.4 therein), are plotted against T eff in figure  5 . The (EW , ∆, δ) results for both Na i 5682 and 5688 lines are also presented along with A 56 (Na) in electronic table E.
The comparison of the two sodium abundances [A 61 (Na) and A 56 (Na)] derived from different regions/lines is displayed in figure 6 . We can see from this figure that the agreement is good especially for late-A stars (red circles). The star showing the largest departure (∼ 0.4 dex) is Vega (OAO sample) where A 61 (Na) = 5.63 and A 61 (Na) = 6.05 were derived, which is due to the low accuracy of A 61 caused by the extreme weakness of Na i 6154/6160 lines in this star (cf. figure 3 in Paper I).
4
We hereafter adopt A 56 (Na) as the representative sodium abundances which we will discuss in subsection 4.1.
A(Li) from Li I 6708 equivalent width
We derived the abundance of Li from the EW of the merged Li i doublet feature at ∼ 6708.8Å. Since very 4 This result for Vega (A 61 (Na) = 5.63) based on the 6146-6163Å region fitting is considerably different from the EW -based value of 6.26 (= 6.36 − 0.10; cf. table 1 in Paper I), despite that both are based essentially on the same lines and the same non-LTE corrections. We understand that the reason for this marked discrepancy is the erroneous underestimation of the 6146-6163Å fitting-based result (5.63) in this study. Namely, while the synthetic fitting method applied to a spectrum extending over some range (e.g., ∼ 10Å) is generally useful for simultaneous determinations of several elements at a time, it is not suitable for such a case where extremely weak line features are under question. That is, even a slight fluctuation of the continuum level can be a crucial source of error, because an appropriate adjustment of the local continuum is impossible in such a global spectrum synthesis. Accordingly, when one has to derive an abundance from an extremely weak line, the classical line-by-line EW analysis (adopted in Paper I) should be preferable. This is actually the reason why we adopted the classical EW -based abundance determination for Li and K, because the lines of these elements become very weak in early-A stars. [Vol. , weak lines are generally concerned, EW measurements were carried out by the Gaussian fitting while comparing the spectrum on the computer screen with the theoretical spectrum synthesized with the known v e sin i as well as appropriately varied A(Li), by which we tried to minimize the possibility of erroneous measurement. In case we could not detect any suitable feature at the expected position, we gave up determination of EW . Actually, we were unable to specify EW (6708) for about ∼ 50% of the targets (13 out of the 21 BOAO sample and 2 out of the 7 OAO sample). In such cases, only the upper limit values were derived by the formula broadening w i (≃ Rλ/c) (R: spectrum resolving power), as FWHM ≡ (w
, and k was assumed to be 2 according to our experience. The actual measurements of EW (6708) were carried out on the "smoothed" spectrum after applying the 9-pixel boxcar function to the original spectrum in order to reduce the effect of noise.
5 Figure 7 displays how the Gaussian fitting for measuring EW was done in the relevant Li i 6708 region of the spectra.
Then, based on such evaluated EW (or EW UL ) and the model atmosphere along with the non-LTE departure coefficients (appropriately interpolated from the precom-
5
While how this smoothing process can improve the appearance of the spectrum is demonstrated in figure 6 of Paper I, the EW value (0.7 mÅ) of α Lyr at that time was actually measured in the "original" spectrum. In this study, however, the measurement was done on the "smoothed" spectrum, which is the reason for the appreciably larger value (1.2 mÅ) derived for this star in spite of the use of the same spectrum data of Takeda et al. (2007) . This fact implies the difficulty in evaluating EW of extremely weak line feature, which is subject to considerable uncertainties. puted ones on a model grid; cf. Takeda and Kawanomoto 2005 for more details of the non-LTE calculations), A(Li) (non-LTE abundance) or its upper limit was determined for each star (see table 2 for the adopted atomic parameters) as given in table 1. Besides, in the similar manner as in subsection 3.1, we also computed the corresponding non-LTE corrections (∆), and the abundance variations (δ) in response to perturbations of the atmospheric parameters. These [EW , ∆, A(Li), δ] results are plotted against T eff in figure 8 , which are also presented in electronic table E.
A(K) from K I 7699 equivalent width
Regarding the abundance of K, we exclusively invoked the K i line at 7698.97Å, since the alternative line of the doublet at 7664.91Å tends to be severely influenced by strong telluric lines. Its EW was measured on the spectrum (in which telluric lines in the neighborhood had already been removed by dividing by that of a rapid rotator as in Paper I) in the same way as the case of the Li i 6708 line (cf. subsection 3.2). If the line failed to be detected (4 stars among the 21 BOAO sample), we estimated the upper limit (EW UL ) following equation (1), where FWHM ≡ (w K i 7699 region of the spectra. Based on such evaluated EW along with the non-LTE departure coefficients (appropriately interpolated from the precomputed ones on a model grid; cf. Takeda et al. 1996 for more details of the non-LTE calculations), the non-LTE K abundance (A(K)) or its upper limit was determined for each star (with the atomic parameter of the line in table 2), as given in table 1. These results of EW and A(K), along with the corresponding non-LTE corrections (∆) and the abundance variations (δ) in response to perturbations of the atmospheric parameters, are plotted against T eff in figure 10 , and are also presented in electronic table E.
Discussion
We are now ready to answer the questions which motivated this study (cf. section 1): "How do the abundances of Na, Li, and K behave in sharp-lined A-type stars? How are they related with the Am peculiarities frequently seen in slow rotators of this T eff range?" In figure 11 are plotted the resulting [A(Na), A(Li), and A(K)] against A(Fe) and v e sin i (determined in subsection 2.3), both of which are the key quantities closely connected with the Am phenomenon. Based on this figure as well as figures 5c, 8c, and 10c (showing the T eff -dependence), the abundance characteristics of these elements are discussed in the following subsections, where we also compare the observed trend with the theoretical prediction from the atomic diffusion theory by Richer, Michaud, and Turcotte (2000) as well as Talon, Richard, and Michaud (2006) .
Sodium
Regarding Na, we notice in figure 11a a significant trend of remarkably tight correlation between A(Na) and A(Fe). Actually, a slight v e sin i-dependence in A(Na) (similar to that seen for A(Fe) in figure 3b ) is observed in figure 11a ′ . Since A(Fe) is known to be one of the Am indicators in the sense that larger overabundance of Fe is accompanied by stronger Am stars, this observational fact means that Na behaves in accordance with Fe (i.e., the excess of Na is a measure of Am anomaly just like that of Fe).
While Na abundances of Am(+Fm) and normal A(+F) stars (though mostly restricted to those with T eff < ∼ 8500 K) in the field as well as in open clusters have been reported by several recent studies based on Na i 5683/5688 or 6154/6161 lines being less sensitive to non-LTE effects (e.g., Lane & Lester 1987; Varenne & Monier 1999; Gebran et al. , 2010 Fossati et al. 2007 Fossati et al. , 2008 , nobody seems to have explicitly mentioned this trend. However, an inspection of the results of these papers suggests tendencies of (i) From a theoretical point of view, however, such a conformance behavior between Na and Fe has never been predicted by any element segregation simulation designed for explaining Am peculiarities such as that of Richer et al. (2000) or Talon et al. (2006) , which suggests that [Na/H] remains almost solar or even slightly subsolar in spite of an appreciable overabundance of [Fe/H] (cf. figure 14 of Richer et al. or figure 16 of Talon et al.) . Therefore, the current diffusion theory (considered to be most promising for understanding the Am phenomena) is evidently imperfect at least in terms of Na, which remains to be improved. Here, the Na-Fe correlation revealed in this study would serve as an important observational constraint. Besides, it is interesting that the apparently metal-deficient stars with A(Fe) ≃ 6.9-7.0 (α Lyr and HD 218396=HR 8799) almost follow the same A(Na)-A(Fe) relation defined by Am and normal stars with 7.3 < ∼ [Fe/H] < ∼ 8.0. Since these two stars are known to be Vega-like stars (which may be related to so-called λ Boo stars; see, e.g., , there might be some connection between Am and λ Boo anomalies. (See also the last paragraph of subsection 2.3.)
Lithium
According to figures 11b and 11b ′ , we do not see any clear A(Fe)-as well as v e sin i-dependence in A(Li) which has values around or slightly lower than the solar-system abundance of ∼ 3.3. This may suggest that Am and normal A-type stars do not show any manifest difference in terms of their surface Li abundances.
We recognize, however, a tendency of T eff -dependence for late A-type stars in the sense that A(Li) gradually decreases from ∼ 3.3 (T eff ∼ 8000 K) to ∼ 3.0 (T eff ∼ 7000 K) while such a systematic trend is not seen for early A-type stars (T eff > ∼ 8500 K) where A(Li) tends to be around the solar system abundance of ∼ 3.3 ( figure 8c ). This T effdependent tendency of A(Li) in late-A stars is also observed in figure 2 of North et al. (2005) , and is more or less consistent with the theoretical prediction by Richer et al. (2000; cf. figure 14 therein) .
It should be noted, however, that several stars apparently deviate from this general trend and show considerable Li-deficiencies (i.e., only the upper limit was derived since the Li line could not be detected). Here, especially important are the following 4 stars: HD 204188 (7622 K, < 2.77), HD 141795 (8367 K, < 3.16), o Peg (9453 K, < 2.94), and α CMa (9938 K, < 3.18). What makes such an exceptional depletion of Li? All these are classified as Am stars (o Peg is also an Am star according to Adelman 1988 , though the conventional type of A1 IV is given in table 1), though Am alone can not be the condition to trigger such a marked underabundance of Li, because there are a number of other Am stars that do show normal behavior of Li. Actually, most of the present sample of low v e sin i stars more or less show some degree of chemical peculiarities. In this connection, Burkhart and Coupry (1991a) stated (based on their study of late A-type stars) that "occurrence of Li-deficient stars is not exceptional without any clearcut division between normal and Am stars." Yet, as far as early A-type stars are concerned, the fact that Li tends to remain almost unaffected in nearnormal stars such as γ Gem (believed to have almost the solar abundances; e.g., Adelman & Philip 1996 , Lehmann et al. 2002 and π Dra (which were previously considered as normal even though later found to have only weak Am anomaly; cf. Sadakane & Okyudo 1990 ) might suggest the existence of some connection between the conspicuous Li deficit of α CMa or o Peg and their Am phenomenon.
Here, we have to remark that the conclusion of Paper I (the photospheric Li abundance of o Peg almost coincides with that of the solar-system composition; cf. Appendix A therein), which was based on the EW (Li 6708) value of 1.3 mÅ taken from table 1 of Coupry and Burkhart (1992) , was not correct. As can be seen from figure 7, the Li i 6708 line is not detectable even on the spectrum of S/N ∼ 1000; and we derived the upper limit of its equivalent width as EW (6708) < ∼ 0.5 mÅ (cf. the electronic table E) following equation (1). We suspect, therefore, that [Vol. , Coupry and Burkhart (1992) misidentified/mismeasured this line, since the quality of their spectrum with typical S/N of ∼ 300 (cf. section 1 therein) is evidently insufficient for measuring such an extremely weak line. Our revised conclusion for o Peg is A(Li) < ∼ 2.94, which means that its photospheric Li abundance is at least by > ∼ 0.4 dex deficient compared to the solar-system value.
Potassium
Regarding A(K), we can observe (from figure 10c) a trend in terms of T eff just similar to the case of A(Li): A(K) of late A-type stars appears to systematically decrease from ∼ 5.0 (T eff ∼ 8500 K) to ∼ 4.6 (T eff ∼ 7500 K), while such a systematic trend is not seen for early A-type stars (T eff > ∼ 8500 K) where A(K) is almost solar around ∼ 5.0 (an exception is o Peg which shows a clearly subsolar abundance of ∼ 4.7). Meanwhile, it also appears that A(K)'s of late A-type stars are weakly dependent upon A(Fe) as well as v e sin i in the sense that K gets more deficient as the Am anomaly becomes stronger (cf. the red circles in figures 11c and 11c ′ ). Accordingly, the deficiency of K (particularly seen in late-A stars of T eff < ∼ 8500 K) may be controlled by two factors (T eff and the degree of Am peculiarity). Richer et al's (2000) simulation based on the theory of atomic diffusion (along with radiative acceleration) predicts a small overabundance of K at higher T eff (∼ 10000 K) region, whereas a marginal underabundance is expected at the lower T eff side (∼ 7000 K) (cf. figure 14 therein). Such a predicted trend of positive dA(K)/dT eff gradient is in qualitative agreement with what we found from figure 10c.
As mentioned in section 1, K-abundance determinations of A-type stars have so far been tried only by Fossati et al. (2007) in their LTE analysis of the K i 7699 line for late-A stars in the Praesepe cluster. According to their results for 5 stars, we see [K/H] LTE ∼ +0.2 (±0.3) (cf. figure 10 and table 3 therein). Considering that the typical (negative) non-LTE corrections amount to ∼ 0.3-0.4 dex at the relevant T eff range (cf. figure 10b) , we may state that their results would turn out to be mildly subsolar when the non-LTE effect is taken into consideration, and become more consistent with our conclusion.
Conclusion
Motivated by the fact that our current understanding on the abundances of alkali elements in A-type stars is considerably insufficient, we conducted a comprehensive non-LTE analysis to establish the photospheric abundances of Na, Li, and K for 24 selected sharp-lined A-type stars (v e sini < ∼ 50 km s −1 , 7000 K < ∼ T eff < ∼ 10000 K), many of which are Am stars showing different degree of chemical peculiarity.
For this purpose, we primarily invoked the spectra of moderately high-dispersion (R ∼ 45000) and high S/N ratio (typically a few hundreds) obtained with BOES at BOAO/Korea, though spectra of much higher quality (R ∼ 100000 and S/N > ∼ 1000) secured with HIDES at OAO/Japan were additionally used for 7 apparently bright stars (mostly of early A-type). We first carried out spectrum fitting analyses applied to the 6146-6163Å region and derived ξ, v e sin i, A(O), and A(Fe), from which the degree of Am characteristics for each star could be confirmed.
The abundances of sodium, which were determined by the spectrum fitting method applied to the region comprising Na i 5682/5688 lines, revealed a significant trend that A(Na) tightly scales with A(Fe), which means that Na becomes enriched similarly to Fe in accordance with the degree of Am phenomenon. This result should be regarded as important because it seriously contradicts the prediction from the atomic diffusion theory.
Regarding lithium, A(Li) derived from the weak Li i line at 6708Å showed a tendency of T eff -dependence for late A-type stars in the sense that A(Li) gradually decreases from ∼ 3.3 (T eff ∼ 8000 K) to ∼ 3.0 (T eff ∼ 7000 K), while A(Li) for early A-type stars (T eff > ∼ 8500 K) tends to be around the solar system abundance of ∼ 3.3. However, several stars apparently deviating from this general trend and showing marked underabundances do exist, though what triggers such a Li deficiency is not clear.
The abundances of potassium derived from the K i 7699 line revealed a tendency somewhat similar to the case of lithium: An apparent T eff -dependence (and possibly with a weak anti-correlation with Am peculiarity) exists for late-A stars where A(K) tend to be mildly subsolar systematically decreasing from ∼ 5.0 (T eff ∼ 8500 K) to ∼ 4.6 (T eff ∼ 7500 K), whereas those for most early-A stars remain near-solar around ∼ 5.0-5.2.
When these observational facts are compared with the theoretical prediction of Richer et al. (2000) or Talon et al. (2006) based on their atomic diffusion calculations, a serious discrepancy is found for Na (almost no anomaly or slightly subsolar tendency is predicted, while an enrichment of Na just like Fe is suggested from our analysis), though the simulated results appear to qualitatively reproduce the general trends observed for Li and K. Further improvement and development on the theoretical side would be desirably awaited to explain the results concluded in this study, which may serve as important constraints for any theory aiming to account for the origin of chemical anomalies in Am stars.
